Product Data Sheet
Digital timer with repeating cycle
Reference 91500-021-ca
Product functions
1. Countdown : single or two groups
2. Count-up : single or two groups
3. Cycle timing : a cycle of single group
4. Standby
5. Prompting mode : high sound, low sound, mute and flashlight function

Specifications
2 possible programs T1/T2

Prompting time and prompting mode
1.Prompting time :
Ordinary countdown will prompt for 1 minute, press the ST/SP button to end
the prompt and restore the initial setting parameters.
Cycle timing prompting differs from the setting times : cycle countdown
reminder prompts 1 second in 1-9 seconds, 2 seconds in 10-29 seconds,
3 seconds in 30-59 seconds, 10 seconds in 1 minute and above.
2. Prompting mode : flashlight plus high sound, flashlight plus low sound,
flashlight plus mute.

- 99 Hours, 59 minutes and 59 Seconds
- Count up and Count down
- Large LCD
- Standby and Memory function
- Adjustable volume
- Blinking alarm

Standby
Press and hold T1/T2 button, and press ST/SP button to activate standby,
which could be waken up by pressing any button.

- Magnet back, retractable stand and
hanging hook

Push-button operations
1. T1/T2 button : shortly press to select the T1 or T2 groups, and long press
for 2 seconds to turn the cycle mode on or off.
2. H,M,S button : settings of the hour, minute and second (press and hold the
button to quicken the setting), and press the H and M buttons at the same
time to reset all the times.
3. ST/SP button : start or pause.

- 2 LR03 AAA batteries
- In box with instructions for use

Do not use inside oven or microwave oven. Do not wash in a dish washer.
If the display becomes dim, replace the battery.
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